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AGILE
APPROACH

● The European Commission High Level Expert Group on Artificial

Intelligence : Artificial intelligence (AI) systems are software (and

possibly also hardware) systems designed by humans that, given a

complex goal, act in the physical or digital dimension by perceiving their

environment through data acquisition, interpreting the collected

structured or unstructured data, reasoning on the knowledge or

processing the information derived from this data and deciding the best

action(s) to take to achieve the given goal. AI systems can adapt their

behaviour by analysing how the environment is affected by their

previous actions.

● Seventeen countries answered the questionnaire: 

● Belgium-nl, Croatia, Cyprus, Estonia, Finland, 

● France, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Lithuania, 

● Malta, Norway, Portugal, Republic of Serbia, 

● Spain, Switzerland, and Turkey.

1. Questionaire – April 2021

2. Interviews – May & June 

2021

3. First report – April 2021

4. School Innovation Forum –

May 2021

5. Second report, country cards

& presentation – June 2021
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CURRENT STATE

● AI is a topic receiving interest from policy makers in 

most countries, with diversity of areas of use under 

the spotlight. 

● Significant interest (7)

● Mildly interest (7)

● A minor interest (3)

● More than 30 pilot projects are already 

developing in twelve countries.   

of AI in K12 education debate 
in your country
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Have not started to consider AI in education LT, CY, CH, HU, TR

Have started to experiment with AI in education ES, RS, IE, FI, HR, NO, EL, EE, PT

Have adopted AI in some areas of education MT, BE nl

Have adopted AI as a core part of the education strategy FR



REASONS FOR USE OF AI IN K12 EDUCATION

• Increase support for students: 

o MT, BE nl, FR, CY, IE, FI, HR, CH, NO, HU, EL, EE, PT

• Increase support for teachers: 

o MT, ES, BE nl, FR, CY, IE, FI, HR, CH, EL, EE, PT

• Improve teaching quality: 

o BE nl, CY, RS, IE, FI, HR, CH, NO, EL, PT

• Better student engagement: 

o LT, FR, CY, RS, IE, FI, HR, EL, TR, PT

• Improve teacher – student ratio: 

o CY, TR
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CHALLENGES FOR TEACHERS

in developing or acquiring the necessary skill sets for an AI-enabled education

• There are no suitable training programs for them to take 

• They don't have enough time 

• They have no interest 

• They don't know what courses to take

• It is too difficult for them to develop new skills

• They cannot afford the courses. 

• Don’t know advantages of AI, 

• Don’t see opportunities yet, They prioritize developing other skills and competences
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WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES ON THE COUNTRY LEVEL 
FOR AN AI-ENABLED EDUCATION?

• There is not enough money for a such initiative. (9)

• There are no experts in AI education area. (5)

• There are no interest. (1)

• It is too difficult. (1)

• No clear initiatives to support educational processes

• There is no initiative at the national level yet

• Still very early adoption of AI in the field of education, the technology is not widely available yet.

• We do not have a national platform for digital adaptive learning, assessments, examinations, etc as yet. 

Hence we still lack the barebones structure required for an AI-enabled education. 
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Examples of learner oriented AI resources and apps
Chatbot Skilly Artificial Intelligence for Children AI School Challenge

Chatbot prepared for students in virtual 

environment used for remote teaching and 
learning (Teams) as practical example of AI

■ Cyprus

Book, learning resource created in Erasmus+ 
project

■ Link

■ Turkey

Attract students to learn basic information about 
the field of artificial intelligence

Link

Croatia

KIKS Data Literacy EDUbox

Students learn to understand AI, with possibilities 
and limitations; how to have an impact on it

■ Link

■ Belgium

Book for students. Knowledge centre for legal, 

ethical and societal aspects of artificial 
intelligence and data applications.

■ Link

■ Belgium

Learning resources about artificial Intelligence

■ Link

■ Belgium

Kaligo Navi Adaptiv'Math

A child reads, Kaligo analyses whether the reading 

is correct and provides feedback to the child to 

enable him to understand his mistakes and to 

value his achievements. A child completes a 

dictation, Kaligo analyses his production in real 

time. Feedback is given to the child and explicit 

teaching allows him to understand the rules of 
spelling.

A teaching assistant helps the teacher in the 

preparation of the exercises, provides him with an 

analysis of the results of his class, allows 

remediation and memorization strategies and 

finally offers help with differentiation for children 
with specific needs.

■ Link

■ France

Navi recommends reading and writing activities 

adapted to the needs of your students, based on 

the learning traces. Artificial intelligence suggests 

the optimal content and completion dates for 

each student's memorization activities. Prepare 

differentiated activity sheets. This is possible thanks 

to the positions and the evaluations that you enter 

in Navi. They allow artificial intelligence to refine 

the memorization profile of each student. Navi is a 

prototype assistant based on artificial intelligence: 

the more you train it, the more relevant it 
becomes.

■ Link

■ France

Adaptiv'Math is a teaching assistant for teaching 
and learning mathematics. 

An initial diagnostic test makes it possible to 
constitute groups of students by profile.

Exercise courses permanently adapted to each 

student, allowing them to progress at their own 

pace. A prior learning test and a fun reward 
system to motivate the student.

A summary of each student's results to follow their 

progress, progress and results by skill. Support for 

formative assessment through initial and 
verification tests throughout the students' journey.

■ Link

■ France

https://online.fliphtml5.com/cstwu/oeuh/#p=1
https://www.carnet.hr/elements-of-ai-pokrece-veliki-natjecaj-za-ucenike-osnovnih-i-srednjih-skola/
https://www.aiopschool.be/kiks/
https://data-en-maatschappij.ai/uploads/publications/mediawegwijzer_2020_data_def_web.pdf
https://www.vrt.be/vrtnws/nl/2019/09/17/artificiele-intelligentie/
https://kaligo-cycle2.com/
https://navi.education/
https://www.adaptivmath.fr/


Examples of learner oriented AI resources and apps
Mathia Smart Enseigno FinEduAI

Mathia is a Web and Mobile application built 
with and for school teachers and students.
Immersive companion who aims to make the 
student actor of an educational game in which 
he is the protagonist and on which he 
progresses by accumulating stars.
Students benefit from an innovative and 
engaging experience, combining voice assistant 
and 3D visualization tools, in particular 
promoting spatial representation in the context 
of geometry and pictorial or symbolic 
representation in counting exercises. For 
individual, group or collaborative classroom use.
■ Link
■ France

Smart Enseigno offers students varied learning 
activities in mathematics, as close as possible to 
their needs. Smart Teaching is designed in such a 
way that the learning times realized using the 
so-called “learning” paths with assistance 
constitute a continuous formative evaluation, as 
close as possible to the needs of the students. If 
the teacher wishes, this collected data can be 
used by Smart Teacher to suggest remedial 
courses or to better perceive the state of 
knowledge of his students at a given time.
■ Link
■ France

Artificial intelligence on a high school student's 
learning path. AI tutor “My Artificial Life Time 
Intelligence Tutor” is being developed, which 
uses Big data collected by suitable learning 
platforms for self-development. This information 
is used to make Big data visual for the learner 
and the teacher. The aim is to co-operate 
significantly with Finnish universities as well and 
to develop new ways and contents of learning 
that utilize artificial intelligence, for example by 
studying the adaptability of artificial intelligence 
in learning and assessment.
■ Link
■ Finland

SomeBuddy i-Learn LearnML Games

Web app where users can report cyberbullying 
or harassment online and receive a tailor-made 
response including legal advice and 
psychological first-aid.
■ Link
■ Finland

Online portal where software providers can 

make their digital applications for personalized 
learning available

■ Link

■ Belgium

ArtBot is a game for players of all ages which 
teaches the basics of Artificial Intelligence.

■ Link

■ Malta

Lalilo

Training: the pupil reads aloud and is given direct feedback on his reading in order to help him progress; Assessment: the pupil reads a text, no 

direct feedback is given to him. The result of this assessment is transmitted to the teacher and this result is used to improve the adaptive learning 
algorithm

■ Link

■ France

https://mathia.education/
https://www.smartenseigno.fr/
https://fineduai.fi/lms/
https://www.reaktor.com/blog/tackling-cyberbullying-with-machine-learning/
https://www.i-learn.vlaanderen/
http://learnml.eu/games.php
https://p2ia.lalilo.com/


Artificial Intelligence 
and its applications in 

learning

• Teacher Training 
Program for the 
Development of 
Digital Competence

• Link

• Cyprus

FATE - The Winter 
School

• Fairness, 
Accountability, 
Transparency and 
Ethics in AI - Series 
of Seminars on 
Algorithmic 
Transparency 

• Link

• Cyprus

CyCAT 

• Cyprus Center for 
Algorithmic 
Transparency; EU-
H2020 funded 
Twinning project

• Link

• Cyprus

Will AI transform the 
school as we know it? 

• MOOC, Identify 
potentialities and 
implications of the 
use of Artificial 
Intelligence in the 
area of Education

• Link

• Portugal

Introduction to 
Artificial Intelligence 

Concepts 

• AI Guidebook for 
Teachers

• Link

• Turkey

Artificial Intelligence 
Education for 

Children 

• Lesson plans and 
learning resources 
for children 
Erasmus+ KA201 
project

• Link

• Turkey

KlasCement

• Educational 
materials for
teachers for all ages 
and subjects

• Link

• Belgium

EDUbox

• Artificial Intelligence
learning resources 
for teachers and 
students

• Link

• Belgium

Scoilnet

• Resources on AI for 
teachers and 
students

• Link

• Ireland

AI in Education 

• A Practical Guide for 
Teachers and Young 
People 

• Link

• Malta

Learn ML

• Teaching and 
learning 
computational 
thinking, Artificial 
Intelligence and 
Machine Learning, 
Erasmus+ project 

• Link

• Malta

School of 
Computational 

Thinking and Artificial 
Intelligence

• Open educational 
resources and 
training for teachers

• Link

• Spain

Examples of instructor oriented AI resources and apps

https://elearn.pi.ac.cy/moodle/course/index.php?categoryid=97
https://sites.google.com/view/cycat-winter-school/home
http://www.cycat.io/
https://www.nau.edu.pt/pt/curso/a-inteligencia-artificial-vai-transformar-a-escola/
https://www.ekinkitap.com/yapay-zeka-kavramlarina-giris
https://www.cocuklarayapayzeka.com/
https://www.klascement.net/
https://www.vrt.be/vrtnws/nl/2019/09/17/artificiele-intelligentie/
https://www.scoilnet.ie/search/?q=artificial%2Bintelligence
http://learnml.eu/material.php
http://learnml.eu/
https://intef.es/tecnologia-educativa/pensamiento-computacional/


AI4T

• Artificial Intelligence 
for and by teachers, 
training on artificial 
intelligence, 
educational 
resource, 
awareness, 
Erasmus+ KA3 
project

• Link

• France, Slovenia, 
Italy, Ireland, 
Luxembourg

Artificial Intelligence 
with Intelligence

• MOOC, A training 
available to 
everyone from 7 to 
107 years old to 
question, 
experiment and 
understand what 
Artificial Intelligence 
is

• Link

• France

Educational 
technology compass 

• Additional overview 
of technological 
trends related to 
education with 
expert 
recommendations
on Artificial 
intelligence

• Link

• Estonia

Sch.gr

• The Panhellenic 
School Network
educational
resources

• Link

• Greece

Smart School 2025

• Project about 
artificial intelligence, 
Computer Vision and 
Big Data

• Link

• Luxembourg

Examples of instructor oriented AI resources and apps

https://eduscol.education.fr/2643/intelligence-artificielle-et-education-contribuer-au-projet-europeen-ai4t
https://pixees.fr/classcode-v2/iai/
https://kompass.harno.ee/tehisintellekt
https://www.sch.gr/
https://script.lu/fr/activites/innovation/smart-schoul-2025


Examples of system oriented AI resources and apps

Insights Analizler DIMA-LT 202

Insights in Microsoft Teams uses at-a-glance 

data views to help you catch up on all 

your students’ Teams activity, from 

assignment turn-in to engagement in class 

conversations.

■ Cyprus

Learning analytics, exams research reports

■ Link

■ Turkey

Artificial intelligence in schools: scenarios 

for the development of learning analytics 

through modernization general education 
in Lithuania

Learning analytics application monitoring 
and its search for ways to develop.

■ Lithuania

Delta TRANSFORM-ED 2021 The Data & Society Knowledge Center

The CARNET Delta Learning Analytics and 

Educational Data Mining Information 

System covers the measurement, 

collection, analysis and reporting of 

student data and their contexts to 

understand learning and the environment 

in which learning takes place. Learning 

analytics is used to predict, personalize, 

and intervene when students need help, 

visualize learning information, and create 

systems to predict student achievement.

Available with nation wide accounts: AAI 

for student and teachers or e-resident for 

parents. Dashboards: students, teachers, 

parents, school or system level

■ Croatia

Solutions for the use of artificial intelligence 

and digital technologies to improve the 

quality of education in response to COVID-
19

■ Link

■ Lithuania

Knowledge centre for legal, ethical and 

societal aspects of artificial intelligence 

and data applications.

■ Link

■ Belgium

https://odsgm.meb.gov.tr/test/analizler/
https://en.ktu.edu/projects/solutions-for-the-use-of-artificial-intelligence-and-digital-technologies-to-improve-the-quality-of-education-in-response-to-covid-19-transform-ed/
https://data-en-maatschappij.ai/


Examples of system oriented AI resources and apps

KlasCement Moral Machine Éducation, numérique et recherche

Artificial intelligence is used to support them in their 

work and to increase the consistency of the 

metadata. Integration in process: a recommender 

system for learning resources. The first recommends 

learning resources, based on the profile of the newly 

registered user. This recommender shows items used 

by teachers with similar profiles on that date.

The second works with a collaborative filtering system 

and targets more experienced users. This 

recommender shows items downloaded on that date 

by teachers with similar interests (using similar 

resources).

■ Link

■ Belgium

Ethics in Artificial Intelligence

■ Link

■ Spain

Monitoring and dissemination of research on digital 

technology in education. Thematic groups of 

research-action between researchers and teacher-

trainers.

■ Link

■ France

Learning analytics Data analytics and interoperability AuroraAI

Learning analytics and such technology are 

highlighted in the national digitization strategy.

Activity data for Assessment and Adaptation. Involve 

several suppliers, municipalities and schools

Framework for learning analytics. The goal of the 

framework is to support adaptive learning and 

recommendation of relevant learning resources. 

Feide - a service for unified identity management in 

the Norwegian education sector; single sign on page 

with more than 600 available services

■ Link

■ Norway

Vision of data analytics and interoperability in 

education. The creation of an interoperable 

application ecosystem (data factory) will take place in 

collaboration with existing webmasters and 

developers, starting with smaller experiments to 

learn from and lessons learned. Improving the 

traceability of web use

Improving content discoverability, Development of 

analytical applications, Improving the usability of 

content

■ Link

■ Estonia

Towards a human centric society - national artificial 

intelligence programme. A concept for human-centric 

and ethical society in the age of artificial intelligence 

AuroraAI service model A service model for creating a 

human centric service market around a selected life-

event or business activity

■ Link

■ Finland

https://www.klascement.net/
http://code.intef.es/la-etica-en-la-inteligencia-artificial-moral-machine/
https://edunumrech.hypotheses.org/tag/intelligence-artificielle
https://slate.uib.no/projects/aktivitetsdata-for-vurdering-og-tilpasning-2
https://projektid.edu.ee/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=48269888
https://vm.fi/documents/10623/13292513/AuroraAI+development+and+implementation+plan+2019%E2%80%932023.pdf/7c96ee87-2b0e-dadd-07cd-0235352fc6f9/AuroraAI+development+and+implementation+plan+2019%E2%80%932023.pdf


UNESCO MAPPING AI CURRICULUM (2022)

• UNESCO is investigating the current practices of developing and implementing 

AI curricula in primary and secondary school education from a global 

perspective. ‘AI curricula’ in this study refers to structured programmes of 

learning on AI-related topics that: 

1) are endorsed by either national or regional governments;

2) target learners in general school education from kindergarten to grade 12. 

• This study does not cover AI curricula designed for specialized technical and 

vocational education and training (TVET) institutions, higher education institutions, 

or informal learning opportunities. 

• https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000380602
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MIT DAILy Curriculum + Teaching resources

https://raise.mit.edu/daily/index.html

https://raise.mit.edu/daily/teachingResources.html

https://raise.mit.edu/daily/index.html
https://raise.mit.edu/daily/teachingResources.html


Massive Open Online Course (MOOC)

AI Basics for Schools

The course is part of the EU Code 
Week initiative, supported by the 
European Commission.

Has been created and is coordinated 
by Arjana Blažić and Eugenia 
Casariego Artola, supported by the 
Code Week Team and the European 
Schoolnet Academy staff. 

Three module online course (2021)

● https://www.europeanschoolnetac
ademy.eu/courses/course-
v1:CodeWeek+AI+2021/about

https://www.europeanschoolnetacademy.eu/courses/course-v1:CodeWeek+AI+2021/about


AI BASICS FOR SCHOOLS - LEARNING OBJECTIVES

• To provide teachers with knowledge of the basic 

concepts of AI,

• To identify the capabilities of AI in education,

• To explore examples of effective use of AI in education,

• To support teachers in integrating AI-related activities in 

the classroom,

• To recognize and raise awareness about threats and 

benefits of AI,

• To reflect on the ethical use of AI.
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AI BASICS FOR SCHOOLS – STATISTIC & FEEDBACK

• Main audiences: 

• Primary and secondary school teachers from Europe and beyond 

▪ 99% rated the overall value of the course as “Good” or “Very good”.

▪ 97% would recommend this course to a colleague (Agree or Agree strongly).

▪ 94% Agreed that they will use the ideas and examples presented in the course.

• 1517 participants started following at least one course module

• 969 participants who completed the MOOC (64% completion rate)
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AI BASICS FOR SCHOOLS – EU CODEWEEK

• Teaching modules for including AI in the classroom:

• Intro to AI in the Classroom

• Human-AI- Art, for Primary School

• Teaching Machines to Classify: Intro to Supervised Machine Learning, for Lower Secondary 

School

• Teaching Machines to Classify: Intro to Supervised Machine Learning, for Upper 

Secondary School

• Intelligent machines

• AI and Its Neural Networks

• My Covid-19 Chatbot

• Living in the Age of “Smart Machines”: Challenges and Opportunities
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https://codeweek.eu/training/introduction-to-artificial-intelligence-in-the-classroom
https://codeweek.eu/training/learning-in-the-age-of-intelligent-machines


EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES FOR 
ALL



WHAT IS DIGITAL SKILLUP?

Digital SkillUp is a EU-funded initiative with a goal 
to make basic knowledge of emerging 
technologies available and accessible to all 
European citizens and SMEs. It is the branded 
name of the European Digital Academy project.

Main aim
• contribute to and support the development, 

reskilling and upskilling of digital competences 
with a focus on emerging technologies

• enabling citizens and businesses, in particular 
SMEs, to understand and to be able to 
leverage emerging technologies for their 
personal development as well as in their 
businesses’ innovation 

www.digitalskillup.eu
Video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=ibv-NUFxYCs

Digital SkillUp is a contribution to the Digital Skills and 

Jobs Platform and constitutes its learning pillar for 

emerging technologies.

http://www.digitalskillup.eu/


DIGITAL SKILLUP COURSES

www.digitalskillup.eu/digital-skillup-courses/



DIGITAL REVOLUTION



EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES



CYBERSECURITY



ETHICS - EU AI act (in progress)

• Transparency obligations will apply for high-risk AI systems

(i) interact with humans, (ii) are used to detect emotions or determine association 

with (social) categories based on biometric data, or (iii) generate or manipulate 

content (‘deep fakes’).

• Right to non-discrimination, data protection and privacy, and the child’s rights.

• Training, validation and testing data sets shall be relevant, representative, free 

of errors and complete. They shall have the appropriate statistical properties, 

including, where applicable, as regards the persons or groups of persons on 

which the high-risk AI system is intended to be used. 
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ETHICS – UN Rights of the child 

• The use of digital devices should not be harmful, nor should it be a 

substitute for in-person interactions among children or between children 

and parents or caregivers.

• Precautions may be required, depending on the design, purpose and uses 

of technologies.

• Training and advice on the appropriate use of digital devices should be 

given to parents, caregivers, educators and other relevant actors, taking 

into account the research on the effects of digital technologies on 

children’s development.
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EXAMPLE from Helsinki (March 2022)

• The City of Helsinki invites companies to develop ethical artificial intelligence 

(AI) solutions to support personalised learning processes and individualised 

learning materials. 

• Ethics as a starting point

• The primary focus must be on ensuring that the AI is fair, trustworthy and 

equitable. AI cannot be used to classify or profile learners, sensor content or 

to narrow learning possibilities in terms of methods or content. 

• The utilisation of AI should not lead to mechanistic exercises (e.g., multiple-

choice tasks, gaps/closes of drilling games). Instead, it should serve the 

pedagogical approaches and learning conceptions of the Finnish Core Curricula. 
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https://testbed.helsinki/en/edtech/

https://testbed.helsinki/en/edtech/
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ETHICAL GUIDELINES ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI) 

AND DATA USAGE IN TEACHING AND LEARNING



ETHICAL GUIDELINES ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI) AND 
DATA USAGE IN TEACHING AND LEARNING

• AI and Data Use Examples in Education

• Ethical dimensions and requirements underpinning the Ethical Guidelines

• Ethical Dimensions

• Key Requirements for Trustworthy AI

• Guiding questions for educators

• Glossary of AI and Data Terms

• Further Information
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• Human agency and oversight

• Transparency

• Diversity, non-discrimination and fairness

• Societal and environmental wellbeing

• Privacy and data governance

• Technical robustness and safety

• Accountability

KEY REQUIREMENTS FOR 
TRUSTWORTHY AI

ETHICAL DIMENSIONS

• Human agency

• Social Fairness

• Humanity

• Justified Choice



• Guidance for Educators and School Leaders

• Using the Guiding Questions

• Planning for Effective Use of AI and Data in School

• Raising Awareness and Community Engagement

• Emerging Competences for Ethical use of AI and data
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ETHICAL GUIDELINES ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI) 
AND DATA USAGE IN TEACHING AND LEARNING
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Hvala
Lidija Kralj

lidija.kralj@ucitelji.hr

Thank you


